
The Aztecs Had a Strict Social
Structure

Six levels of military achievement for young men who are destined to become priests. The first is a novice who has had made one

capture. Those who had made two captures were awarded a white feather ornamented tlahuiztli, a tightly fitting body suit. The

highest ranking soldiers were awarded a yellow tlahuiztli and a helmet in the shape of a mountain lion. Image from the public

domain 

Aztec society was divided into clearly defined and ranked classes. The nobility held the key

positions in the military, the courts, government and the priesthood. Traders could become

extremely wealthy and powerful, but their class still limited how far they could go. Most citizens

remained simple farmers. 

There was some opportunity for individuals to get a better social position, especially through

military or religious service. However, most Aztecs remained in the social group they were born

into throughout their entire lives.
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The Calpolli

The most important social grouping in Aztec society was the calpolli, which was a set of families

connected by marriage or tradition. Each calpolli was led by a group of elders and a chief known

as the calpolec.

Calpolli elders controlled the land owned by the calpolli. Land was distributed to members on the

condition that they paid a regular tribute in return.
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Farmers
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Farmers, or macehualtin, were by far the largest section of Aztec society. They were divided into

two groups. First, and lower in rank, were the field workers who did the hard work of hoeing,

weeding, planting, irrigating and so on. The higher group consisted of farming experts who were

responsible for seeding and transplanting, and who understood such matters as crop rotation and

the best times for planting. 

Aztec farmers were further divided into those who worked their own land and those who worked

the land of large estates. The second group, known as mayeque, paid their rent with a

percentage of whatever they farmed. They were the lowest class of all in Aztec society. 

Slaves

Aztec society also contained slaves or tlacohtin ("bought one"). These slaves were either

conquered peoples, those who had committed serious crimes, or individuals who owed so much

money they were forced to sell themselves into slavery. If they could afford it, slaves could also

pay to make themselves free again. 

Slaves worked on farms and as general laborers or domestic servants. They were usually not

resold and were protected by law from any abuse, either by their masters or by others. Talented

slaves could gain important positions, such as estate manager. They were also free to marry non-

slaves, and any children of slaves would be born free.

Artisans and traders

Members of the artisan class were known as tolteca, and included carpenters, potters,

stonemasons, metal workers, weavers, feather workers and scribes. Many worked in specialized

large-scale workshops. 
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Business, trade and hunting were some of the other important professions. The pochteca were

the highest-ranking traders. They conducted their business over large territories and inherited

their position. Often, they traded for the state and specialized in such precious goods as tropical

bird feathers, gold, turquoise, shells, greenstone, cacao beans and rare animal skins. 

Nobles

The nobility, or pipiltin, were easily identified by their appearance, as they always dressed in

clothing made from various kinds of rare feathers. They were wealthy thanks to the land they

owned. 

Members of the government were selected from the pipiltin class. However, commoners were

sometimes elevated into this class after performing especially brave deeds on the battlefield.

These social risers were known as cuauhpipiltin, or "eagle nobles."
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One level above the pipiltin was the teteuhctin, who held the highest positions in the government,

such as city or regional governorships. They wore even more splendid clothes and jewelry and

lived in large palaces. The Aztec king, the tlatoani, was a member of this class.

Priests

Members of the priestly class led the ceremonies of the Aztec religion, and they also ran the

Aztec education system. A male or female from any social class could become a priest, or

tlamacazqui, but the most powerful ones always came from the pipiltin class. At the very top of

the religion was the king himself, aided by two high priests. 

Some priests also became experts in other areas, such as astronomy and writing. Still, others,

known as tonalpouhque, developed a talent for medicine, fortune-telling, and the interpretation of

visions and dreams.
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Education

As in modern societies, the education an Aztec received could determine his or her future social

position. School was required for all children, but commoners only began attending classes in

their early teens. Boys were given military training, while girls were taught duties to be performed

in religious ceremonies. Both sexes also learned dancing, singing and public speaking, and

studied religion and history.

The children of the nobility attended special schools known as calmecac. These schools taught

the skills that were essential for a career in the military, politics or religion. As in regular schools,

boys and girls were separated. Exceptionally gifted children from the lower classes were

sometimes given a chance to attend a calmecac. Subjects learned included public speaking,

music, poetry, law, astronomy, mathematics, history, architecture, agriculture and warfare. 

Marriage

A young person's education ended when they were ready to be married. Marriage was arranged

by elders, although the young couple may have had some say. Generally, partners came from the

same calpolli. The wedding was a four-day ceremony with much feasting and speech-making.

Brides were decked in red feathers and covered in sparkling golden powder. 

Aztec women were expected to tend the home, cook, care for children, and practice weaving and

basketwork. However, they also retained control of their personal property and could inherit

wealth. In addition, they were allowed to work as doctors, teachers, priests and even merchants. 

Aztec men were responsible for bringing up their own sons, which is unusual for ancient societies.

Nevertheless, marriages favored men. The couple lived with the man's family, and he was

permitted to have several other wives.
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Quiz

1 Examine the map in the section "Artisans and traders."

How does this image contribute to the reader's understanding of trading in the Aztec Empire?

(A) by illustrating the large territories that traders had to cover

(B) by showing which groups were likely to trade with each other

(C) by demonstrating that some places traded more than others

(D) by highlighting the distance from the capital to the ocean

2 Which option accurately compares how the images in the sections "The Calpolli" and "Farmers" affect

the reader's understanding of Aztec society?

(A) They illustrate the social classes of the calpolli and farmers in Aztec society.

(B) They illustrate that hard work and farming were important to Aztec society.

(C) The second image shows people celebrating victory in a battle, and the third

image shows them mourning loss.

(D) The second image shows members of the same family, and the third image shows

people who are good friends.

3 Which of the following MOST influenced whether someone was a member of the nobility?

(A) their level of education

(B) their bravery in battle

(C) their work in government

(D) their amount of wealth

4 Why was education important to the Aztecs?

(A) It allowed people to learn about the interpretation of visions and dreams.

(B) It required commoners to begin attending in their early teen years.

(C) It determined the social position a person could hold in the future.

(D) It taught young girls the skills they needed in order to get married.
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